
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

DEADLINE – SEPTEMBER 26, 2016 

 

 

 

“There are two kinds of people, 
those who do the work and those 
who take the credit. Try to be in 

the first group; there is less 
competition there.” — Indira Gandhi 

“When we get pushed to the brink 
of our comfort level, that is when 

the best in us is revealed.” —
Anonymous 

“Hard work beats talent when 
talent fails to work hard.”-

Unknown 
“Failing to prepare is preparing to 

fail.” – John Wooden 

“It seems that the harder I work, 
the luckier I get.” — Arnold Palmer 

“Spectacular achievement is 
usually  preceded by 

unspectacular preparation.” – 
Robert H. Schuller 

LEHI 

“There are no secrets to success.  It 
is the result of preparation, hard 
work, and learning from failure.” 

– Colin Powell 



PIONEER BALLERS 

 
Guys, even though our summer camps are over, you can continue working on your 

individual goals.   

 

The purpose of this workout packet is to reward those who have the desire to work 

on their game, but either do not have a plan or do have a plan but would like to reap 

extra benefits for their hard work.  This workout can be modified to your liking.  We 

will include many of these drills along with a weight training; speed and agility workout 

into our basketball class that begins at the end of August.  We have reserved gym & 

weight room time to assist you with this workout.  You will need to find additional 

time/locations on your own in order to achieve any of the goals below.  The schedule 

can be found following the shooting drills in this packet. 

 

There are many drills and workouts that can help you improve your game.  This is a 

basketball workout example so please refine it to your liking if you feel it will be more 

effective for you. 

 

There are reward opportunities accompanied with this workout (T-shirts).  Additionally, 

your game will definitely improve.  However, they pale in comparison to the reward of 

accomplishment and self-satisfaction that is gained through your efforts.  Ultimately, that 

is what we hope you gain from this experience.  

 

It would be asking a lot from you to do all the basketball, agility and weightlifting 

workouts so we’ve set a goal for each group.  We’ve included sheets to track your 

progress for each group.   

Option 1: Shooting =  20,000 shots by September 26 Lehi Gym Rat T-Shirt 

   (approximately 1,600 shots per week) 

 

Option 2: Push Ups(3,000); Dribbling (1,000 min.); Agility(1,000 min.) Pick Up            

Basketball(40hrs)  by September 26    Lehi Gym Rat T-Shirt 

 

Option 3: Weightlifting 35 days   Lehi Gym Rat T-Shirt 

 (approximately 3 times/week minimum 5 lifts per day/4 sets per lift) 

 

You might be asking yourself how to stay motivated in the off season?  Here are a couple 

ideas that might work:  

1. Find a workout partner.  Having a workout partner will help you stay motivated as 

you push each other during the drills.  Be that positive influence for your 

teammate and give her/him the opportunity to do the same for you. 

2. Set mini goals.  I have put together a reward system for your efforts.  However, 

you can reward yourself on a daily/weekly basis for your efforts.  If your goal is 

to complete the entire workout for the summer, breakdown the days/shots/minutes 

you would need to average in order to reach the big finish.  If you are on pace 

each week, buy yourself a smoothie (or maybe mom/dad or your workout partner 

will buy you one). 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Coach Yeager.   

Thanks for being a part of Lehi Boys Basketball!  This has been an incredible summer 

and we look forward to building upon the success we had last year! 

 



Feel free to contact Coach Yeager regarding any of the drills below. 

 

 

BALLHANDLING AND SHOOTING DRILLS 
This wokout contains drills to improve your ball handling, shooting and footwork. Be sure to record 

EVERYTHING on the attached record sheet.  You might need to make more copies of the record sheet. 

Ballhandling 
1) Ball Handling Drills – (These are just a few ballhandling examples; many can be incorporated into 

your shooting drills)  
a. Tornado Stand in one spot. Move the ball around your head, then move the ball down around your 

chest, then to your waist, then your knees and lastly to your ankles. Follow this by moving the ball back up 

your body. Move the ball both directions, clockwise and counter-clockwise.  

b. Figure 8 – move the ball between and around your legs without dribbling in a figure 8 pattern, then 

dribble around your feet using a figure 8 pattern. Be sure to move the ball both directions, come between 

the legs from the front of your body and between the legs from behind your body.  

c. Fingertip – Put the ball between your hands above your head. Move the ball back-and-forth between 

your fingertips. As you move the ball, slowly lower the ball down to your ankles. Then slowly move it back 

up above your head.  

d. Single leg- move the ball around one leg twenty times in a clockwise direction followed by moving it 

around the same leg twenty times in a counter-clockwise direction. Then switch to the other leg and repeat 

the drill. 

e. Wall Taps - Front V; Thru right/left leg; behind back  

f. Chair/Cone Workout – Talk with Coach Yeager 

g. Two Ball Dribble Progression – Talk with Coach Yeager 

g. Progression drills – While moving in zig zag motion perform the following drills: crossover; inside out; 

hesitation; retreat dribble; spin; through the legs; behind back.  WHEN COMFORTABLE, TRY 

INCORPORATING TWO IN SUCCESSION.  For example; go thru the legs and immediately behind the 

back. 

h. Competitive Zig Zag – Just like we do in practice.  Find a partner and go live full court using one of the 

Jet Lanes trying to get by the defender.  If you are turned 3 times or more; you sprint a skinny (defender 

runs if it’s less than 3). 

Shooting 
2) Lay-ups - 25 overhand & 25 underhand from the right side  

3) Lay-ups – 25 overhand & 25 underhand from the left side  

4) Mikan Drill – Start on the right side and shoot a lay-up from 1-2 feet away. Catch the ball as it comes 

out of the basket. Move to the left side of the basket and shoot another lay-up. Catch the ball and move 

back to the right side and shoot another lay-up. Continue shooting this way for either one minute or until 

you have done 25 from each side. Be sure to turn your shoulders and hips into the basket as you shoot.  

5) Swish Shooting – Stand one foot away from the basket and swish 5 shots in a row. If the ball touches 

any part of the rim, restart your count. After making 5 in a row, take one step away from the basket and 

restart your count. Do this until you are 6 steps away. Work on form and pushing the ball up to develop the 

proper arc on your shot. For more arc, elbow should be above eyebrow at release. 

6) Bank-Swish Drill – This is a technique drill working on proper wrist and arm follow-through. Standing 

2, 4 or 6 feet from the basket. Shoot the ball and alternate between a shot off the glass and a swish. You can 

be directly in front of the basket or at an angle. Or rather than pivot, work on catching ball in air to start 

your shot before the catch. Shoot 25 shots per round.  

7) 3 Spot Square-up from 4 feet – These shots are done from the block on each side of the basket and 

from the middle of the lane. Turn your body sideways to the basket, receive the ball from a pass or toss the 

ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, pivot towards the basket and shoot the ball 

off the glass. Or rather than pivot, work on catching ball in air to start your shot before the catch. Shoot 25 

from each spot.  

8) 5 Spot Square-up from 6 feet – Shoot from 5 spots: 1) baseline, 2) along the right side of the lane, 3) in 

the middle of the lane, 4) along the left side of the lane, 5) baseline. Turn your body sideways to the basket, 

receive the ball from a pass or toss the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, pivot 

towards the basket and shoot the ball off the glass. Or rather than pivot, work on catching ball in air to start 

your shot before the catch. Shoot 20 from each spot.  

9) 5 Spot Square-up from 10 feet. Shoot from the same five spots as you do in the square-up from 6 feet. 

Turn your body sideways to the basket, receive the ball from a pass or toss the ball out with a backward 



spin, catch the ball with both hands, pivot towards the basket and shoot. Or rather than pivot, work on 

catching ball in air to start your shot before the catch. Shoot 20 of each.  

10) 7 Spot Square-up from 12-15 feet. Shoot from the 7 perimeter spots. Turn your body sideways to the 

basket, receive the ball from a pass or toss the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, 

pivot towards the basket and shoot. Or rather than pivot, work on catching ball in air to start your shot 

before the catch. Shoot 10 of each.  

11) 7 Spot Square-Up from the 3-point line. Shoot from the 7 perimeter spots. Turn your body sideways 

to the basket, receive the ball from a pass or toss the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both 

hands, pivot towards the basket and shoot. Or rather than pivot, work on catching ball in air to start your 

shot before the catch. Shoot 10 of each.  

12) 7 Spot Drive from the 3-point line or from 12-15 feet. Start at each of the 7 seven spots marked in 

drill 10. Take 2 dribbles right or left towards the basket and shoot. Be sure to practice the drive dribbling 

both directions, right and left. Shoot 10 from each spot. You can also repeat this drill by adding a ball 

fake/jab step or shot fake and then make your move to the basket.  

13) Drop Step baseline/Drop step paint. Place the foot closest the baseline on the block and have your 

back to the basket. Receive the ball from a pass or toss the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball 

with both hands, pivot towards the basket and shoot the ball off the glass. Shoot 20 turning right and 20 

turning left. Do another 2 sets of 20 on the other block as well.  

14) Mid Post Turnaround or Turn-in. Stand  halfway between the free throw line and the block. Receive 

the ball from a pass or toss the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, pivot towards 

the basket and shoot the ball off the glass. Shoot 20 turning right and 20 turning left. Be sure to shoot from 

both sides of the lane.  

15) Elbow Jumpers. Stand where the free throw lane meets the side of the lane. Receive the ball from a 

pass or toss the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, turn in towards the basket and 

shoot. Shoot 20 turning right and 20 turning left. Be sure to shoot from both sides of the lane as well.  

16) Low Post & Mid Post Jump Hook Shot. Stand at either the low or mid-post. Receive the ball from a 

pass or toss the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, pivot towards the basket and 

shoot a jump hook shot. Shoot 20 turning right and 20 turning left. Be sure to shoot 2 sets of 20 from the 

other side of the lane as well. 

17) Up and Under. Work from any or all of the three post-positions. Receive the ball from a pass or toss 

the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, pivot towards the basket, fake a shot, then 

“duck-under” the defender using a crossover step. Only take one dribble if it will enable you to finish at the 

rim. Shoot 20 turning right and 20 turning left. Be sure to shoot 2 sets of 20 from both sides of the lane as 

well. 

18) Jump-Stop Step Thru Shot. Start at half court on either the right or left side of the court. Drive 

towards the basket. When you reach 6-8 feet from the basket, jump stop w/ shot fake then step thru for a 

layup off the glass. Shoot 20 shots from both right and left side. 

19) Jump-Stop Shot After Crossover Dribble. Start at half court on either the right or left side of the 

court. Drive towards the basket. When you reach the 3-point line use a crossover dribble and drive to the 

right or left side of the lane and shoot a shot off the glass when you reach 6-8 feet from the basket. Shoot 

20 shots. 

20) Jump-Stop Shot After Spin Dribble. Same as drill 19, but use a spin move.  

21) Jump-Stop Shot After Behind-the-Back or Thru the Legs Dribble. Same as drill 19, but use a 

behind-the-back or thru the legs move.  

22) Guard Drives – Drive from the top of the key to each of the following 5 spots to shoot a lay-up: 1) 

right block, 2) right hand lay-up, 3) lay-up over middle of the rim, 4) left hand lay-up, 5) left block. Do this 

drill 5 times  

23) Wing Drives –at the wing, drive to each of the following and shoot: 1) Elbow of the free throw lane 2) 

middle of the lane, 3) the block or 6’ from basket 4) lay-up. Do 5 from each spot and practice from both 

sides of the court.  

24) Free Throws. Make 85/100 free throws.  If you do not make 85 out of 100; keep shooting until you 

reach 85 but only count it as 100 free throws attempted.                                                                               

25) Ray Allen 2 Minute Shoot- It’s a ladder shooting routine; There are 5 ladders on the floor – right 

baseline, right wing, middle, left wing, and left baseline. Players begin shooting at 1 on each ladder If a 

player misses a shot while moving up the ladder, they must start over at 1.  Once 5 shots are made in a row, 

player moves on to the next ladder.  The goal is to complete all 5 ladders in 2 minutes or less.  See how far 

you can get! 

26). 200 Point Shootout(compete against your workout partner or against yourself)- One of my FAVES!! 

Use each of the 7 shooting areas.Each player takes 3 shots from each area – 3pt shot (behind arc), 2pt shot 

(10-15 feet), and a drive for a layup (1pt). Total of 6 possible pts at each spot.Shoot at all 7 spots (42 



possible points), then each player shoots 8 free throws, leaving 50 possible points for that quarter (each 

round is 1 quarter).  Play 4 quarter; 50 points per quarter.  Can do 2 halves. 

 

 

27). 5 Spots/3 in a row shoot – Shoot from 5 main spots along 3 point line.  You must make 3 in a row 

before moving to the next spot.  Once you’ve hit 3 in a row starting from the corner 3 spot you must make  

5 in a row shooting from each spot once.  If you miss, go back to the corner 3 spot.  This is a timed event so 

record your best time. 

28). 37 Point Shootout(1:00 timed drill) – See how many points you get in this timed drill.  Shoot 1 shot 

from 5 spots along the 3 point line(3 points each).  Next, catch behind the 3 pt line from all 5 spots and shot 

fake with one dribble right and pull up jumper (2 points each).  Next do the same thing from all 5 spots but 

shot fake with one dribble left with a pull up jumper (2 points each).  All 15 shots need to be completed 

within 1:00.  Finish with 2 Free Throws worth 1 point each.  37 points is the maximum score possible. 

29). NBA 3 Point Contest – Just like the title.  The 5th ball from each spot is the “money” ball worth 2 

points.  You have 1:00 to complete. 

30). Gun Shooting- We use the Shootaway machine for competitive individual and group shooting drills. 

 

Other Ideas 
** Find a partner to do these drills with. It makes it more fun and allows you to work on 

rebounding, passing and shooting all at the same time. Also, when using a partner work on 

catching the ball in the air like we’ve worked on in practice.  This will quicken your release time 

from the point of catching the ball. 

Play one-on-one and use any of the following variations: roll the ball out to your opponent and 

work on closeouts, limit your dribbles to two, throw the ball up against the glass, then box-out to 

get the rebound – the player who gets the rebound tries to score while the other guy plays 

defense, & catch a pass from your opponent and shoot while he does a closeout. Or play the “21” 

game we’ve performed in practice. 

Play Pick Up Basketball: Find a group of guys to play ½ court or full(preferrably) and work on 

new  ballhandling/perimeter/post moves during the games.  Also work on your on/off ball defense 

and the points of emphasis we address in practice.  COMMUNICATION skills can be used even 

in pick up games! 

Watch basketball – Look for moves you can use, what makes great players great? What makes a 

great defender great?…call your coaches and share with them what you saw/learned or ask 

questions. 
 

Lehi Boys Basketball Improvement Season 

Gym/Weight Room Time Schedule @ Lehi High School 

(we will be using the gym/weight room & cardio room area) 
July 

Monday July 18th   10am-12pm 

Wednesday July 20th  10am-12pm 

Thursday July 21st   10am-12pm 

 

August 

Monday, August 1st  10am-12pm 

Wednesday, August 3rd  10am-12pm 

Thursday August 4th  10am-12pm 

 

Monday, August 8th  10am-12pm  
(Limited Gym Space due to volleyball; could be lifting/plyo cardio only) 

Wednesday, August 10th  10am-12pm  
(Limited Gym Space due to volleyball; could be lifting/plyo cardio only)  

Thursday, August 11th  10am-12pm  
(Limited Gym Space due to volleyball; could be lifting/plyo cardio only)  

Friday, August 12th  10am-12pm  
(Limited Gym Space due to volleyball; could be lifting/plyo cardio only) 

 

Important Dates: 

July 5-11    Basketball Moratorium 

July 11-16   Gym Floor Being Refinished 

July 15th   Last Day of Summer School 

 



 

 







 

Off-Season Shooting Chart – Record the number of shots taken each time you do the drill or the score on the drill. Feel free to use your own drills – 

Return to Coach Yeager by MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26th . 

                  Date:      7/   
Lay-ups- RH Overhand      /25                  

Lay-ups -LH Overhand      /25                  

Lay-ups -RH Underhand      /25                  

Lay-ups -LH Underhand      /25                  

MikanDrill  

 
    /50                  

Swish Shooting     /                  

Bank Swish Drill     /25                  

3 Spot from 4 feet  
 

    /75                  

5 Spot from 6 feet    /100                  

5 Spot from 10 feet    /100                  

7 Spot from 12-15 feet      /70                  

7 Spot from 3-point line      /70                  

7 Spot Drive from 3-point line      /70                  

Drop Step Baseline     /40                  

Drop Step Paint     /40                  

Mid Post Turnaround     /40                  

Mid Post Turn In     /40                  

Elbow Jumper Left Side     /40                  

Elbow Jumper Right Side     /40                  

Jump Hook Right side     /40                  

Jump Hook Left Side     /40                  

Up and Under Right Side     /40                  

Up and Under Left Side     /40                  

Jump Stop Step Thru Right     /20                  



Jump Stop Step Thru Left     /20                  

Jump Stop after Crossover     /20                  

Jump Stop after Spin 

Dribble 

    /20                  

Jump Stop after Behind the 

Back 

    /20                  

Jump Stop after thru the 

legs 

    /20                  

Guard Drives     /25                  

Wing Drives     /20                  

Free Throws   /100                  

Ray Allen 2 Minute 

Shooting 

                     

Ray Allen 200 Point 

Shootout 

   /200                  

5 Spots/3 in a Row                   

37 Point Shoot                   

NBA 3 Point Shootout                   

Gun Shooting Drills                   

Euro Step Layups  

Both Sides 

    /50                  

                   

                   

                   

                   

                   

  

20,000 shots = Gym Rat T-shirt  

 

 

Parent/Guardian Signature _________________________________  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Muscle Muscle

Pecs Pecs

Lats Lats

Quads Deltoids-shoulders

Hamstrings Quads/Delts

Biceps Delts/Biceps

Triceps Soleus-Calves

Abs Abs

Muscle Muscle

Pecs

Lats

Delts

Delts

Biceps

Triceps

Abs

Muscle Muscle

               x                    x                      x                    x       

               x                    x                      x                    x       

               x                    x                      x                    x       

               x                    x                      x                    x       

               x                    x                      x                    x       

               x                    x                      x                    x       

               x                    x                      x                    x       

Date Warm Up: Date Warm Up:

Exercise SETS      x       Reps     x  Weight Exercise SETS      x       Reps     x  Weight

               x                    x       

Abdominals      3        x                    x                   x                    x       

     3        x                    x    

DB Calf Raises      3         x                    x       

Abdominals                x                    x       

               x                    x       

Warm Up:

               x                    x       

     3         x                    x       

DB Squat Press      3         x                    x       

Pull Ups      3         x                    x       

DB Military Press

Warm Up:

     3         x                    x       

SETS      x       Reps     x  Weight

Reverse Bench

Date

     3         x                    x       

Date

Exercise SETS      x       Reps     x  Weight

DB Incline Press

Date:

               x                    x       

               x                    x       

               x                    x       

     3         x                    x       

Warm Up:

     3        x                    x    

     3        x                    x    

     3        x                    x    

Exercise SETS      x       Reps     x  Weight

     3        x                    x    

     3        x                    x       

     3        x                    x       

`    3        x                    x

     3         x                    x       

     3        x                    x    

Warm Up:

SETS      x       Reps     x  Weight

     3        x                    x    

DB Tricep Ext.

Abdominals

     3         x                    x       

Curl Bar Curls

Skull Crushers

Date

Exercise

DB Butterfly Press

Lat Pull Down

Upright Row

Dips

DB Lunges/hallway

DB Curls

Exercise

Bench Press

Lawnmowers

Hack Squat w/ calves

 



 



Record the number of push-ups OR minutes each time you do the drill.                                           CARDIO/PLYO/AGILITY DRILLS 

               PUSH UPS                                                                  DRIBBLING                                                  JOG/JUMP ROPE/PLYO BOX 

                                                                                                                                                                          AGILITY LADDER/DOT DRILL/SLIDE DRILLS/CONE DRILLS  

Date # Date #   Date Time Date Time  Activity Date Time Date Time 

                  

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

 

 

3000 push-ups + 1000 minutes dribbling + 1000 minutes cardio/plyo/agility + 40 hours of pickup basketball = gym rat t-shirt 

 

Parent/Guardian Signature ___________________________



 


